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Introduction 

The field of beam polarization in electron storage 
rings la nuking rapid progress In recent aeveral yean. 
This report It a» attempt to summarize some of the** 
developments concerning h w to produce and maintain a 
high laval of beam polarization. Emphasized will be the 
Ideas and current thoughts people nave on uhat aluiuld 
and could be done on electron rings being designed at 
present audi a* HERA, LET and TMSTAn. An un-to-daxc 
revlev on similar subjects can be found In Kef. 1. 

Polarization In an Electron Storaxe gins 

Consider a Mlativistlc electron traversing a nag-
net (c field and getting deflected by an angle •- The 
spin of Che electron also sees the magnetic field and 
ll a result routes about the field by an angle (ar+i)*, 
where a* (g-2)/2 "0*00114 la che aoonslous part of the 
gyromagnetle ratio of an eleccron and Y is the relati-
viatic lorentz factor, aclstive Co the trajectory of 
she electron, the spin thus processes by an angle ay8. 

In a storage ring with planar geomecry, all bending 
magnets htvs fields along the vertical direction y. The 
electron spin rotates about y by an angle 2aay as the 
electron completes one revolution. See Fig. 1(a). This 
list)i us to define 

•pin tuna u • ar • E/440.65 HeV (1) 
where E it the electron energy. Furthermore, if ill 
electron! have different praeiaalon phases, the net bean 
polarisation, provided the bain is polarized in the 
first place, will have to ba along the y direction, 
I.e. 

net beim polarisation direction n - y (2) 
It can be shown that for any storage ring geometry, 

there alvaya cxiata a nat beam polarization direction ft. 
It ia obtained mathematically by looking for a spin 
direction that repeats itself turn after turn as the 
electron circulates around the ring, in other words, 
ii is given by Che "closed" solution of spin direction. 
He then define two auxlU*"? unit vectors ii and t* so 
that (n.ft.i) form* a right handed orthonornal set. All 
three unit vectors process according to the bending 
fields. The vectors m and { continue to precess turn 
after turn while n repeats itself. For a ring with 
planer geometry, h*j and m and i lie in the ring plane. 

The story began vhen Ternov, Lokucov and Kbruvina2 

and Sukolov end Tomov' realised that, in a planar ring, 
synchrotron radiation by an electron causes its spin 
to align with the nagnetic field direction <-y for elec
tron* end y for positrons) SO that the lower quantum t 

<ll IN 

Fig. 1, <*) Spin processes rapidly as the elec
tron circulates around, lb) At the sane time, 
the nrrcoasion notion slowly s p i r e s inward due 
to the radiative polarization mechanism. 

• Herk supported by the Department of Energy, 
DG-AC03-76SFOS313. 

state la occupied sure. This la a very Intorestlng 
observation because due to this "radiative polarization" 
effect, the bean m i l slowly polarise i t se l f . The net 
polarization theoretically wil l reach the level 

F„ - 8/5/5 « tt.AZ <3> 
with a polarization time constant 

W 
where p is the bending radlue of the bending evsgnets. 
2»g is the ring circumference. Again using a vector 
to represent the spisi, we have toe situation shown In 
Fig. 1(b); the spin slcvly sptrala towards y. For a 
1.7 CeV ring like STEM, T „ - M mlo. I.e. It cakes It 
ulnutes for the been to become polarised. Soon after 
the theoretical discovery, beam polarlsaelon was ob
served in aeveral rt.igt (VEPF-2" and ACQ4 atcund 1971, 
SPEAR6 In 1973). Things looked very encouraging. 

In Fig. 2, we show the polarisation data oeasured 
for SPEAR' in the energy range from 3.J CeV to 3.75 CeV 
(v-8.0 to 8.5). One observes that the teas polarisa
tion is lost when the spin Cunt aatiafiaa aene specific 
conditions that in general ate given by 

v + k.v. x*x CS) 
uhere \>x>y . are the tunes for the three orbital motions 
— the horizontal betatron, the vertical betatron and 
the synchrotron notions, respectively, <x,y,s and • 
are integers. Equation (5) glvea the spin depolarlca-
tlon resonance condition!, Aa wa shall aee, the de
polarization reacnancea, which do not seam too harmful 
for SPEAR, become much more pronounced for ringa of 
higher energies and vhat people have been doing la 
mostly to find clever ways to fight these resonances, 

in a planar ting, a fully polarised electron with 
spin along y will aeay fully polarised. Synchrotron 
radiation by this electron of course will excite it* 
horizontal betatron and the synchrotron motions which 
in turn causes the electron to experience perturbing 
nagnetic fields, hut these fields are all parallel to 
y and do not cause the spin to process away free* y. 
Once the beam is polarlzedV synchrotron radiation does 
not depolarize the bean even near the depolarization 

However, a real storage ring la not planet. The 
ring may be noaplenar by design — we will tee later e 
few such examples — or even If it lc planar by design, 
it may con-'In iBperfectlant that distort* the planar 
geometry. In either case, depolarization resonances 
will he excited by synchrotron radiation. To aee that, 
consider a rtonplanar ring that has e vertical dispersion 
somewhere. A synchrotron photon emiasiun at this loca
tion causes the election to execute a vortical betatron 
oscillation. The vertical aotlon introduces the elec
tron to experience horizontal nagnetic fields in the 
quadrupole magnets. The spin of the electron will them 
rotate aroutd the horizontal x axle and be forced to 
precess away from the nominal direct ion y. Anocher 
mechanism of depolarization occurs when n dy, then even 
horizontal or synchrotron not ions excited by synchrotron 
radiation depolarize the beam. Since synchrotron emis
sions are random events, this causes a diffusion of epin 
directions. Tills diffusion effect counteracts the 
radiative polarizing effect and at balance th* beam will 
have a net polarisation lower than t2.it. The diffusion 
is the strongest near a depolarization resonance. 
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Fig. 2. SPEAR polarization normalized to r n t x - 92.41 

Tha reason the depolarization resonances arc nore 
enhanced foe higher energy rings Is that for a given 
distortion of the ring, tha spin precession la directly 
proportional to the partial* energy. If all ring* have 
similar closed orbit distortions, the higher energy 
rings will Buffer mora. Very roughly, let us write 8 

F • 92.«X 1 + (sE)2 (6) 
where a Is determined by tha amount of distortion of the 
ring with n • 0 for a perfect ring. Depolarization, 
being a diffusion effect, introduces Into the denomina
tor a factor l + (aE>2. If ve do the beat to stay away 
from depolarization resonances and take F - 85S for 
SPEAR, then for a similar closed orbit distortion, i.e.. 
similar value for a, we will get something like P - 37Z 
for 13 GeV rings like PEP ox PEIRA, MX for 30 GeV rings 
like HERA and TRISTAN, and a sere 3% for 70 GeV LEP. 
Clearly something will have to be done to Improve this 
situation. See Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Rough estlaste of tha achievable vertical beam 
polarization as a function of storage ring energy. 
Tha solid curve la to'scale from SPEAR data. The 
dashed curve la to scale fran FEIRA data after "hanonlc 
•utchlng1* (aee later). 

Longitudinal Polarization and Spin Trag'p*'-—"-y 

gefora we describe how to cure the problem associ
ated with nonplanar distortions, let us Motion another 
difficult problen that people are trying to solve, 
Hemely one would like to have a bean with its polarlza-
tion slong tha direction of notion of the bean. Since 
•Js*»•natural beam polarisation la along y, we nmd to 
•soeshov, r»t^ teethe polarisation Into tha longitudinal 
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direction z at the point where 
beans collide. 

In fact, the solution to 
the two problems are closely 
related. The principle Involved 
in solving both problems has 
been called the spin trans
parency conditions.3 In this 
section, I will describe how the 
transparency conditions aolva 
the longitudinal polarization 
problem and In the next section, 
I will describe bow the sane 
principle is applied to rings 
with imperfections. 

It nay seem easy to design 
an insertion that provides a 
longitudinal polarization at 
the collision point. All one 
has to do ia to install a few 
horizontal and vertical banding 
magnet* on one side of the 
collision point so that the 
polarization is rotated from 

y- to z-dlrecclen and then do a stellar crick en the 
other side of Che collision point to restore the polari
zation from i- back, to y-dirsctlon. In the rest of the 
ring, polarization will be along y as if nothing had 
happened: The idea Is schematically drawn In rig. 4. 
The trouble with such a achat* l a that one has forgotten 
about the depolarization effects which now nust ba con
sidered because the ring is no longer planar. 

Indeed, in a "spin rotator" scheme just described, 
the depolarization resonances will in general bt greatly 
enhanced by the added Insertion. The result typically 
is chat the resonances bacons so strong that the bean 
polarization will be even much smaller than what Fig. 3 
promises. (This is true even if the rotator Is per
fectly built.) What happens is that tha rotator nscas-
arily contains vertical bending magnets. This mans 
there is necessarily vertical dispersion In che ring 
and, as ve explained before, synchrotron radiation 
causes spin to diffuse and polarization will be lost. 

The question is then how to have a apln rotator 
while at tha same tine it does not drive spin diffusion. 
Recalling that the spin diffusion cooes from emission-
excited orbital oscillations, ana obvious solution Is 
to somehow minimize the orbital excitation due to syn
chrotron radiation (by minimizing the vertical die, r-
slon and by using weak and long racator magnets). If 
we can decouple the orbital notion from synchrotron 
radiation, there will be no spin diffusion. This idea 
has been tried to some extend but was not very success
ful because it is simply an extremely difficult thing 
to do. 

Fortunately there is another way out. The trick, 
is to let the orbital notions be excited by synchrotron 

Fig, 4. A schematic design of a spin rotator. 
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radiation as much as they wish, oat somehow design the 
storage ring so chat the spin precession* made in the 
troubled regions add up to aero as « net result. In 
othar wards, hy cleverly designing the storage ring, 
the depolarization tens ate arranges to cancel one an
other ao that as an electron executes emission-excited 
orbital oscillations! its spin processes may hut always 

of the ring. Take v + « x - k resonance for example. To 
sllmlnsc* this resonance, we have M o seta of conditions 
to choose froe. The first set, nssely 0,»0 and i£*0, 
Is simply the conditions for not exciting a horizontal 
betatron oscillation doe to a photon emission at s. If 
this cannot be achieved* then we would demand the second 
•at of condition*! which essentially means the Integra* 

corns hack to the nominal direction whenever the electron '*<» »* *!*« perturbation around one revolution vanishes 
completes one revolution* Consequently thtrs will he no 
spin diffusion due to synchrotron radiation, the con
ditions on the storage ring lattice for this to occur la 
called the spin transparency condition*. The design pro
cedure that allows these condition* to h* implemented la 
the storage ring lattice is celled spin matching.' In 
practice, one just Inserts the rotator «* in Tig. * <•>* 
then adjust qusdrupol* strengths in appropriate (legions 
so that the transparency conditions are satisfied. 

I> turns out that the strongest depolarization 
resonances are the linear ones including the integer 
resonances v»k Cor more precisely, the synchrotron 
sidebands of the integer resonances, but v, it usually 
very snail) and the betatron sideband resonsness 
v*vx*y"*» Host o f C n f e transparency condition* worked 
out so far are aimed at eliminating these resonances. As 
an example, the transparency conditions for a storage 
ring that consists solely of horizontal end vertical 
bending magnets and quadrupole magnets are given in 
Table t. 

tn Table I, s i s the location where the transpar
ency conditions are imposed; nx,y are the horizontal and 
vertical dispersion funetlons and o fx,y *.« their deri
vatives: n, • end 1 are the spin vectors defined before: 
C i s the qusdrupole gradient; »x,y end •* y * » the 
betatron functions ar.u phases; C is the circumference 

TABU! 1 

Rosorineet Transparency Conditions that Eliminate the Resonances 

^ < s ) - 0 • F . j — J ds (ncostx - tsfee,)* yB/6j, - 0 

- + v x - h 
»;<s, - o 

o* 
SJC . r-1 ds (mstntj, + seos»x) • y G/S^ • 0 
s 

v«> • ° f ds (acos» x • £ s i n » x ) - jfCfsJ « 0 

u " \ ' * 
>lj(s) = 0 

or 
t do (msln*x - ?cos*x)< yOi^ • 0 
5 

n (s) - 0 
s*C 
f (is Cmcos* - Jsln»v)»xS>'ir » 0 

" + • ' , - * 
n'<s} « O 

or s 
s+C 
/ ds (nine- «• sense ) • iofiL » 0 

s 

ri (s) • 0 
S J C - . J— 
f ds (mcosp + Ssin* )• xG/S~ * 0 

v - v , • » 
n'<s) - 0 

or 
f ds (main* - teas* )• xG/i~ • 0 

s 

j ds n • Cn„y + n̂ x) C - 0 

v « k 
T l » t • (n„y + syt) c • o 

At a first glance, the condition* listed in table I 
ate not practical at ail. To completely eliminate de
polarization resonances, it Is necessary, to impose the 
trsnspsreney conditions at all c when synchrotron 
photons can potentlslly he radiated, gince synchrotron 
radiation occurs at all bending magnets, the total ntmt-
ber of transparency conditions snsc he very large, 
namely tin, where N Is the number of bending magnets. 

fortunately these lOS conditions are often either 
trivially satisfied or they degenerate into a ouch 
smaller nuabar of conditions. For a planar ring, for 
instance, they arc all satisfied because tiy " 0. ni - 0 
and n and z are orthogonal to y. For a rotator ring as 
shewn in Fig. 4, it can be shown that there are only 10 
nentrivial conditions to fulfill. The transparency 
conditions asks the ring design difficult but certainly 
does not soke it itoracticsl. 

Before going on to discuss rings with imperfections 
it is worthwhile to mention one interesting related 
oevelopssnt: With the recent advent of ntnfc-g* lattices 
in various storage rings, the detector solenoids are 
deprived of having compensating solenoids adjacent to 
the*. Although it helps the luminosity, this way of 
operation is very harmful to the beam polarisation. So 
the question is how to sake a detector solenoid spin 
transparent. U was found 1 0 that the dspolartiation due 

to the detector solenoid can be re
moved by inserting oomnsnsatins, sole
noid at strategic location*, those 
locations are away from the interac
tion region, so that the conpensating 
solenoids do not interfere with the 
mlol-s* installation*, la addition, 
they are dispersion free and they 
have the property that the trajectory 
of a particle executing free horizon
tal betatron oscillation has equal 
slopes at those locations as at the 
detector solenoid. By implementing 
such ft spin matching scheme, the de
tector solenoid Is mads spin trans
parent. 

Hing with Imcsr'eetions 
Mow let us turn to the case of a 

distorted ring. Since in this case 
the depolarizaclen eeess frost unknown 
imperfections, the 10S transparency 
conditions do not degenerate. To 
ellnlaate depolarization, therefore, 
one needs JON knobs *tn4 the problem 
again seems impossible to manage. 
To see how this difficulty is over
come, note that the depolarization 
caused by imperfections is relatively 
weak — at least compared with that 
causod by a rotator and only as bad 
as Fig. 3 shows. Consequently, the 
ION conditions only need to be approx
imately satisfied. An inspection of 
the transparency conditions shows thai 
there is indeed a way to do just that. 

Again take the v + v x » k resonanu 
for example, the two integral condi
tions in Table I of course really men 
211 conditions because the integrals a' 
functions of s* if v * v . is 



exactly equal to k, eh* integrals become independent, of 
a and the 2N conditlona reduce to 2 conditions. This 
•una two knobs a n sufficient to eliminate tha reeo-
nanea, at laaal lit principle, whan tha resonance condi
tion la exactly fulfilled.9 Thla means that not all of 
the 2N knob* are equally sensitive and, even somewhat 
away from a resonance, tha same two knob* M i l still do 
the job approximately. To optinlz* bean polarization, 
therefore, one simply locataa Che dominating nearby 
depolarization resonances, tweaks tha right knobs in 
the right direction and than tha baaa polarisation will 
greatly improve. The question left — adnlttedly a 
highly nontrivial on* ~ la what era the most effective 
knobs for each resonance. A number of clever schemes 
hove been suggested.4 O n a t then'" 1 1 his been applied 
to rent* and It worked U k e a charm. 

To see how it worked, lee us assume n, has 
carefully minimized •round the ring. An Inspection of 
Table I then show* that the harmful depolarization reso
nances are v ± v x - k and v-k, and they are driven because n and 1 are not^orehogonal to y, or equlvalently 
n Is not parallel to y. The Idea I t therefore to cor
rect n so that It bacoaes parallel to y. The most 
effective knobs to do ao are the m-th Fourier harmonics 
of the vertical eloaad orbit, where m la tha nearest 
Integer to tha spin tune v. The PETRA team had four 
knobs that corrects the 37th and the 38ch sine and co
sine harmonics (u " 37.6). The needed corrections 
hardly changed the over-all vertical closed orbit and 
yet by tweaking then, bean polarisation ha* dramatically 
improved frost 20t to 80X. It is estimated that n devi
ates from y by " l 0 bsfore correction and - 0 . i ° after 
correction, Figure 5 shows the measured bean polariza
tion as a function of two of the harmonics. Polariza
tion is obviously vary sensitive to these knobs. 

The technique usid on FETRA has been called the 
harmonic Batching." Applying it to a range of bean 
energy, the baaa polarisation obtained Is shown In 
Fig. 6. Note that there Is still strong depolarization 
much closer to tha resonances. This presumably la 
partly due to inconplete harmonic Batching, but more 
importantly also due to the n, effacta. 

If we extrapolate the PETRA data « K £ at IS GeV) 
to higher energy rings with Imperfections, assuming a 
similar harmonic matching la applied and using Eq. (6), 
we find the dashed curve shown In Fig. 3. 

2 0 2 a •» -2 <l C 
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Fig, S. B a n polarisation versus the 38th 
harmonics of the vertical closed orbit distor
tion In PETRA. The harmonica are In arbitrary 
units. The parameter A la the asymmetry meas
ured by the polerimeten A-10* corresponds to 
about 703 of polarization. 

Fig. 6. PETRA polarization after harmonic matching. 
The Problem of Energy Spread. 

So far, tha situation look* rather encouraging; the 
longitudinal polarization can indeed be provided by a 
rotator insertion and imperfections can be affectively 
corrected by harmonic matching. However, these develop
ments are based on linear theorise. Life becomes diffi
cult when nonlinear effects are involved, and one nasty 
nonlinear effect is that associated with having a large 
spread In particle energy (and therefore in spin tune), 
since the energy spread is larger for higher energy 
rings, this problem is expected to be most serious for 
1£P. 

Nonlinear effects excites the nonlinear depolariza
tion resonances, tn particular, a finite spin rune 
spread excites aynchrotron sidebands of all linear reso
nances. One Indication of this already happening at 
SPEAR was in fact shown In Fig. 2 i tha linear v - vx = 3 resonance has two aynchrotron aldabanda on Its each side. 
The widths of these sideband resonances can be related 
to chat of the v - v„» 3 resonance by Ressel functions 
using a frequency modulation analyala. 12~'1' From such 
an analysis, one can define an enhancement factor d 
which is essentially the ratio of the total width of ail 
the Bessel function synchrotron, sidebands to the width 
of the linear resonance located at tha center. Taking 
Into account of this depolarization enhancement, Eq. (6) 
becomes something like 

F " 9 2 A X l + (]+d><«B>z <7> 
An accurate aatinate on d la vary difficult. Here 

let me Just show in Fig. 7 the result of one such 
attempt.13 According to Fig. 7, HERA Is not going to 
suffer froa tha lulttple synchrotron sidebands up to 
40 OeV or ae, while LEP beyond 70 GaV locks rather 
disnal. For Instance, we find d * 10 for LEP at 80 GeV. 
if we cake the dashed corn of Pig. 3 and take into ac
count of the enhancement, the polarisation drops to -3Z. 

What can we do to Improve this situation? One way 
la to do a ouch more precise harmonic matching so that 
the coefficient a In Sq. (7) Is reduced by an order of 
magnitude. Another Idea 1' was to use a special-purpose 
vlgglsr (the "dlpale-octupale" wigglor 1 6) to curtail 
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Fig. 7. A rough estinate of the enhancement factor d 
(log scale) as a function of beam energy tor HERA and 
Ltt. 
the energy (spin tune) distribution of tha bean. Still 
one Bore suggestion16 is to Insert * "spin chromsticity 
corrector" into the ring* Such an insertion consists 
of horizontal and vertical banding Magnets and requires 
the implementation of the transparency conditions, just 
like the rotator does. After It t* inserted In the 
ring, the spin tune of an on-momantua particle is still 
BY a; but for an off-nooenton particle, the spin tune la 
not a(T 0 + OY) but some value doner Co eY0« This device 
thus reduces the spin tune sptaad for a given energy sp
read* It is conceivable that a spin chreejaticity correc
tor can be incorporated Into a rotator. 

If all ideas fall, there Is still one last resort. 
!c employs a powerful schema celled the Siberian 
snakes 1? For this schama to work, wa mad a "double 
snake" scheme in which the storage ring looks like that 
sketched in Ttg. 8. Than are two apposite regions 
vhere the snake Insertion! — again consist of hori
zontal and vertical bonding nagnsti -- are installed. 
Vich such a snake scheme, all particles have spin tune 
v * 1/2 irrespective of Chair energies. AB a result, 
there is no spin tune spread and therefore no depolari
zation enhancement. There era complications involved 
In a ring with double snake, however. First of all, 
the transparency conditions need to take cere of both 
Insertions. Secondly, one half of the ring (say, the 
half with !»J) will have to be Bade up of sharp bends 
while the other half (with n • -y) ring is mode up of 
smooth bends, as shown in Fig* 8, This is so that the 
radiative polarization — that provides the bean polari
zation in the first place — dees not hove a aero net 
effect. At present, It is not yet dear how these 
complication weigh against their potential benefits 
and this remains an unanswered question for U P as far 
as beam polarization la concerned. 

Fig. g. A double-Sibetian-snaka ring. The 
two snake insertions are different — one 
is of the "first kind," the other of the 
"second kind." 

Baa—Bean Depolarization 

Another important; nonlinear depolarization mechan-
i Is that due to the beam-bees) collisions. As two 

Alio*, the very nonlinear apace charge Cone 
kicks the spine as well as the trajectories of paxticlee 
Both the direct kicks en aptn end the neam-beaa: excited 
nonlinear betatron motions axe lwnmfal to beam polariza
tion if the t b n intensity Is high enough. The relevant 
nonlinear depolarization resonances are those involving 
vx and v)y In lo,. (5). 

To get an Indication of tha order of magnitude of 
the problea, one can Insert a linearized beaa-bean force 
in en otherwise spin-transparent ring to see how nuch It 
makes the ring Opaque.16 Such a calculation Involves a 
linear theory in which the beam intensity is specified 
by the beast-bean tuna shift parameter n\i M. The result 
of this calculation for FITSA predicts depolarization 
if ovgg > 0.01, which is about a factor 3 lower than 
what is required for a good luminosity. 

Since thla calculation la based on a linear model, 
and all linear depolarization effects can in principle 
be eliminated by spin matching techniques, the actual 
situation may not b* as bad. Indeed, there are profound 
theoretical works 1 8," saying that the real beam-beam 
depolarization is not "0,01 but -0,03, right where it 
is needed foe luminosity. 

Figure 9 shews the experimental results taken at 
P E T B A . 1 * 1 * It demonstrates that It Is possible to keep 
the beam polarisation while maintaining a respectable 
luminosity. AC av R g » 0.023, e polarization of oOZ was 
measured. On Che other hand, as the beam Intensity 
Increases toward a higher luminosity, che bean polari
zation does auffar. In other words, the beam-bean 
depolarization is not bad, but bad enough to hurt. 

It has been suggested20 that it might be possible 
to impose a ast of transparency conditions to make the 
ring spin transparent against che bean-beam perturbation 
Such conditions would look dissimilar to those shown in 
Table I because they have to fight against nonlinear 
resonances. On the other hand, they are applied only at 
one location — the collision point — of the ring. 
Meanwhile, progress is being Bade 2' on the theory of the 
beam-beam transparency conditions. 

,.„ gEAM CURRENT <maj .__ 

Fig. 9. Roan-beam caused depolarization va 
bean Intensity measured at FETM. of is the 
luminosity. 
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The problems discussed so far are related directly 
to the storage ring, Vt now turn to the techniques 
devleoped for measuring and for Flipping the bean 
polarisation. 

The data for SPEAR in Fig. 2 and for FETRA In Figs. 
S and 6 are both taken by Conpton polarimetars.'i28 The 
device, sketched In Fig. 10, utilizes a laser that pro
vides circularly polarised light in the visible fre
quency range. One shine* the laser light against the 
electron bean and collects the Coapton back-scattered 
photons. The up-down asymmetry of the back-scattered 
photons, new In ths x-ray range, Is directly related to 
the vertical polarization of the electron beau. The 
electron! that scatter the laser photons are knocked 
out of the acceptance of the ring. The counting rate is 
about 100 counts par second. To measure beam polari
zation to an accuracy of -It, it takes ~2 minutes. 

Fig, 10. A Compton polarlmeter. 

The back-scattered photons have an up-down angular 
spread ~1/Y. For a SO GeV ring, this angle 1* -10" 5 

radi which is rathtr small, but by properly arranging 
the detector geometry as well as the bean optics, it 
should be a straight-forward matter to extend the 
Coapton polarlmeter technology to HERA, TRISTAN and 
LEF. 7» 4* 

The Coapton polarlaeter can also be used to detect 
longitudinal beam polarization. The cross-section of 
the back-scattered photons no longer has an arimuthal 
angular dependence (I.e. up-down asymmetry), but Its 
dependence on the polar angle is different for the two 
helicltles of the laser light. By measuring the differ
ential cross-section of the baek-acatter«d photons while 
flipping the hellclty of the laser light, ths longitudi
nal polarization of the bean can be extracted. Again, 
the technique does not look fundamentally difficult if 
and when applied to the higher energy rings. 

Spin Flipper 

One question that has yet to be answered is how to 
provide longitudinally polarized beans of both heltei-
tles. It is easy to Imagine that, if this is to be 
accomplished by the spin rotator, the rotator design will 
have to be vary involved. It turns out that it might be 
possible to get around this problem by a neat technique 
developed at VEPP-2M.23 The way it is done Is to apply 
a high frequency (around S KHz) perturbing magnetic field 
to the polarized bean and slowly sweep the frequency v d 

through a depolarlsatlon resonance. If the sweeping 
speed 1* chosen properly, the beam polarisation will make 
a beautiful 180° flip after the sweep ia completed. In 
VEPP-2H, the perturbing magnetic field la provided by a 
weak aolenoid, while the depolarization rasensnes is 
v - 2 v ( * V a . For the higher energy rings like HERA end 
LET, the perturbing field la most likely replaced by a 
transversa magnetic field but otherwise • very similar 
technique can ha used to flip the beam polarisation. 

If this technique works out and there Is no obvious 
reason why It does not, a spin rotator needs to provide 
only one helicity. The other helicity can be obtained 
by the spin flipper. After the beam polarization Is 
flipped, ths nstural radiative polarization will set 
against the beam polarization, but It takes one polari
zation time for this to take place and, in the miantima, 
the beam doea process the other helicity. Another ad
vantage of this scheme is one can selectively flip the 
polarisation of one of the two beans or to have different 
polarizations for different bunches In the same beam. 

Suiwarv 

To sun up, the over-all situation is a healthy one: 
(1) The linear theory of beam polarization and de

polarization Is substantially understood. Thanks to the 
transparency conditions proper design of spin manipula
tors (rotators, Siberian snakes, spin chromatidty cor
rectors, etc.} becomes possible and corrections for rings 
with Imperfections have been reduced to a problem of 
finding the moat effective correction knobs. 

(2) Experta are working on the nonlinear theories> 
Their results so far are encouraging. Nonlinear de
polarization effects associated with large energy spread 
seem to be a problem for LEP but there is no lack of 
clever schemes to choose from for defeating these effects. 
The heart-beam depolarization is only marginally harmful 
and there are again preliminary ideas of how to fight it. 

(3) Polarization monitoring seems to require only 
a reasonable extension of the present technology. 
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